Single-molecule imaging of the dynamic interactions between macromolecules.
In recent years, the development of single-molecule detection techniques has allowed the dynamic properties of biomolecules, which are normally obscured in conventional ensemble measurements, to be measured. One of these single-molecule detection techniques allows the measurement of dissociation and association events of individual molecules to be measured. This technique is based on the unique premise that the mobility between molecules that are bound and the mobility between those that are free in solution are different. The binding of ATP at the beginning and its dissociation at the end of the hydrolysis reaction were detected at the single-molecule level in real time. In this study, we extended this technique to image the dynamic interactions between large biomolecules (protein/protein and protein/polysaccharide). The binding and dissociation of fluorescently labeled macromolecules to partner molecules fixed on a glass surface were visualized by total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. The dynamic interactions between the proteins in two energy conversion systems, that is, signaling proteins and enzyme molecules moving on dextran, have been measured. In these systems, the dynamic interactions were sensitive to the factors determining the chemical reactions. Thus, the dynamic interactions monitored in the single-molecule measurements provided useful information to further the understanding of the underlying mechanisms of energy conversion systems.